Child-, Rape-, and Incest-Themed Porn via Twitter

Trigger Warning: Sexual Photos and Content Below

There are rampant links to, accounts about, and videos of child-themed, incest-themed, and rape-themed pornography on Twitter. These are only a brief introduction to the kind of content being facilitated on Twitter's platform:

Incest-Themed Pornography (2019)
Evidence collected by The National Center on Sexual Exploitation. For more information visit www.endsexualexploitation.org
Child-Themed Pornography

In the below two cases we see pictures of minors and/or adults posed to look like minors being used to advertise webcam pornography websites.
This is an example of tweets promoting and linking to an animated daddy daughter incest website, which shows an overlap between child-themed and incest-themed pornography.

*Evidence collected by The National Center on Sexual Exploitation. For more information visit [www.endsexualexploitation.org](http://www.endsexualexploitation.org)*
Rape-Themed Pornography

Countless accounts advertise links to "forced sex" or "forced anal" pornography. Forced sex is rape-themed.

*Evidence collected by The National Center on Sexual Exploitation. For more information visit* [www.endsexualexploitation.org](http://www.endsexualexploitation.org)
Evidence collected by The National Center on Sexual Exploitation. For more information visit www.endsexualexploitation.org
Incest-Themed Pornography (2018)
This video depicts the "mother" resisting and asking the "son" to stop. Here we see both an incest and coercion theme.
This is a video which depicts hardcore explicit sex acts.

**Prostitution Accounts**

*Evidence collected by The National Center on Sexual Exploitation. For more information visit [www.endsexualexploitation.org](http://www.endsexualexploitation.org)*
Live Webcam Sex Show Advertisements and Links
live adult webcam Check out AmazingDora now is.gd/sd7IRu #sexymilf #xnxxvideo #livesex pic.twitter.com/K8FT2Hbmcl

Looking for #livesex? I'm on #CAM4 now for an #xxxshow cam4.com/url/a5TkvcSN You deserve some fun ;)

Hmmmm wat gaan we vanavond doen op #CAM4? cam4.com/url/LnJ9tOYM Wat zal ik doen? Vertel het me! #livesex #camsex @Cam4_NL

Hmmmm what should I do on #CAM4 today? cam4.com/url/AnCDtQIF Come chat and let's discuss ;) #livesex #camsex